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We worked with low molecular weight peptides cytomax from tissues and 
organs of young calves, developed by the Institute of Gerontology in St. 
Petersburg. We used, among other things, homeopathized potentiated 
preparations, which are close in action to potentiated organ preparations in low 
dilutions. When tested by the ART method, the synthesized peptides do not give a 
positive response, which may mean that they have some side effects, so we used 
natural peptides, which gave the best positive effect during ART.

Such homeopathic medicines have a striking and rapid clinical effect. The 
scheme for the use of peptides was worked out, in which each subsequent drug, 
its dose or potency, and the frequency of administrations were determined by 
testing.

The advantage of homeopathized preparations, even in low potencies, is the 
training nature of their effect, in contrast to material doses, when the preparation 
itself works directly. In a homeopathized form, these drugs increase and develop 
their own capabilities of organs and tissues to restore and maintain their normal 
functions, the body's reserves are raised, and the state of health improves. This is 
their main advantage, since in this case addiction cannot develop.

The effect of homeopathized peptides is harmonizing, antidegenerative, 
stimulating, it is similar to the antidegenerative effect of organopreparations in low 
potencies. However, since they are made from the organs and tissues of calves, 
and not the fetus, the embryo, like a number of organopreparations, their effect is 
milder and safer.

These drugs can be used for diagnostics in ART. During testing, a sequential 
program unfolds: which drug is more relevant at the first stage, then the next one, 
and further along the chain to the organ-source of the problem, which is the least 
amenable to therapeutic action. In this version, the body's need is revealed not for 
one or two drugs, but for strengthening all the weak points of the body in a certain 
sequence. The frequency of admission is usually 1-2 times a week for chronic 
processes. Only sometimes, with more acute and pronounced conditions, it can 
reach twice a day.

The surprising and rapid efficacy of these peptide preparations was noted.

The following were observed: the effect in type 2 diabetes mellitus when 
using a potentiated liver drug, the hypotonic effect of many drugs, the 
disappearance of signs of heart failure, arrhythmias, when using a heart drug, 
toning of the bladder sphincter with urinary incontinence,
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a diuretic effect even with renal failure when using a kidney drug, a positive effect 
in multiple sclerosis and others. Improvement in general vitality and mood was 
observed. The treatment program requires the use of pineal gland and brain 
preparations to restore the levels of higher regulation.

In the scheme of using peptides, it is possible to alternate or combine 
potentiated with native preparations.

The effect of cytomax is very effective and fast, but it is desirable to carry out 
a more complete treatment program for patients. The action of these drugs is not 
complete without the use of homeopathic remedies, which restore the most subtle 
and precise, deep mental regulation; drainage of toxins and regulation of 
metabolic processes; precise immunostimulation using nosodes; a more complete 
effect of organ preparations in chronic processes.

When using native and potentiated peptides in bioresonance therapy (BRT) on 
IMEDIS devices, the effectiveness of treatment is significantly increased.
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